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Last week, mails were sent periodically, in other words we managed to send mails per a day or per fifteen minutes according to choice of a subscribed user. Moreover, after our weekly meeting, we have begun to research for security posting for this purpose after researching we began to implement SSL and spam part of the project.

This week Esin has been working on SSL Certification and Spam Protection with Husna. They have progressed noticeable, unfortunately they have not finished the SSL part completely since it is really difficult to integrate SSL with our product Newscore; but we managed to filterize the coming Spam posts. We do not let those no secure posts to take place with the other healthy posts; instead of that, we redirect them to take place in another file system and do not delete forever in order to maintain an admin authority.

Due to some updates in the general form of our main class in our project, it has to be updated and reformed to suit to the new form of newly came aspects. Fatma and Ainura have already finished SMTP configuration and now we are able to send mails periodically to the subscribed users, Furthermore we have integrated NNTP and SMTP modules and one can chose mailing options as per a day or per fifteen minutes via user interface.

On the other hand, Ainura has been deal with admin page and she has managed to log in as admin, creating new news groups, deleting existing news groups and also she has been continuing to implement admin web page.